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Academic Council Meets Today - See Pass-Fail Editorial, p. 2
WELLESLEY NEWS
WELLESLEY COLLEGE, WELLESLEY, MASS., SEPTEMBER 26, 1968
New Colloquia Probe
Contemporary Scene
by Pat Nicely '71 The English colloquia are de-
Seventeen freshmen • sophmore signed to study one work of liter-
colloquia have been added to Wei- ature in depth, and will deal with
lesley's curriculum this year, and "Antony and Cleopatra" and
enrollment indicates that Wellesley "Moby Dick." A third colloquium,
underclnssmen are most interest- on "Middlemarch", was dropped
oil In topics of current reference, for undisclosed reasons. Mrs.
Except for the department of Spacks said neither class was com-
blolnglcnl sciences, whose four pletely filled and that no sopho-
toplcH were not released until the mores had applied,
summer, the other four depart- Colloquia, small classes of no
ments report that the most popu- more than 20 students doing in-
lar colloquia are those which are tensive work on a specific topic,
related to current events, or con- were introduced to Wellesley's
temporary life. freshmen and sophomores last year
All three political science collo- by the history department. Three
quia, which deal with civil dls- topics were offered by the depart-
ohedlcnce, "the gulf between the ment then, and one of them, "the
rich and the poor nations, perspec- renaissances of the 9th, 12th and
tlvc from India," and violence in 15th centuries," is included in this
poll lies are full and have waiting year's selection of five topics,
lists, The same Is true for the two
OPENING CONVOCATION — Academic p rocen
the Openln B Convocation of the College Sept. 18,
Chapel Hosts All College Meeting;
Community Learns of Committees
The chapel was the setting for mental College takes form tonight, signaled the close of the meeting
the first All-College meeting of as announced nt the meeting, Blmilar nll-Collego conferences are
it academic year. No Fifteen programs are in formation expected throughout the year, ns
means to keeping nil members of that rcspo
history colloquia offered this sem-
ester, which deal with racism and
reform in the South, and political EdwartTtettn'er,
realism from Machlavelll to Wood-
nd Into chapel for row Wilson,
nililn anil English
In the Itellglon and Biblical
studies department, the only com-
pletely-subscribed colloquium is the
Spring Evaluations
Teaching his department's first
colloquium, on civil disobedience,
nt profes-
sor of political science has found
response to the new idea from both
freshmen and sophomores to be
"very favorable." He says he in-
tends to divide his group of 20
into two smaller groups to facil-
tT^l^^^ll"* that the political science depart-Marxism,
semester.
Most department heads agree
that response to her department's
action to the colloquia, but Mrs.
Patricia Spacks, chali
scheduled for second ment wjU the cofJoqui
program in future years.
"I imagine we'll all get together
and evaluate the colloquia after
they've been taught for a while,"
the CG in
crises precipitated the interest and stages — "courses"
attendence; no lack of communica- courses, — and "teachers" — or
tion has had a chance to surface— non-teachers — will begin organi-
and it seems unlikely, if such a zation at 7:15 in Billings. (See
practice is continued, that a credi- prospectus on p. 5) Organization,
bility gap will emerge. once achieved becomes singularly
The purpose was simply one of the (lt,cisI(,n " f «w participants.
disseminaUng informZn "and ^^ ° lf nm\ "'""ft
stimulating discussion, interest and sed the f™cdnm . flexibility and
participation. Hillary Rodham. CG f
xPansIve Qualities they anticipate
President presided. Her column, an from tms experimental program,
assessment and report of the meet- still on "Education
ing appears on page 6 of today's president announced i
News
- symposium on education. This pro-
Tho Ombudsman Rram wiU n,so tnk(? form ns '"' ^t"
She explained the newly-created ed by stU(1(?[lt a '"» College demands
joint committee of faculty nnd 00(1 mlcrentR, and should include
students that is to consider pro- a l,M *tern 1 films, ami other nludles. Ht WpI iM i'
*
posals, redirect suggestions, and To tina"cc tlw syposlurn, CG Is
make specific recommendations to sponsoring the now-Infamous Enst
Academic Council on academic con- Mixer Saturday in Alumnae
cerns. The committee is envisioned Hal1 - HU,ary asked that all stu-
as a creative, innovative force that dents witn ideas for speakers, sub-
can involve Senate-hence, the stu- te0*^ antl programs contact Jan
dents-in academic decisions. Stu- K^gbaum '69 in Davis,
dents are to nominate themselves
for one of the nine student posi-
tions on the committee, and will Even dormitory life was bronch-
be elected by class elections. The ed at the meeting. Students were
i t j ,°
f
,"?


















y add more to the curriculum for
wouldn't
New Heads of House Lead Double Lives
...... to her departmei.^o




Four biology colloquia proposed
for this year were not announced
until the summer, so that applica-
by Mary Enterllno '70 Wood serves as head of house. Or tions were late in arriving for this
Do you Btep to the door of your as Mlchal Makar in Munger says, semester,
head of house's apartment and ask "I have no formal responsibilities; The department spent last week-
when the World Series will be? I just have to keep my wife hap^ end selecting and scheduling ap-
You don't? Then you don't live py." plicants for the two fall colloquia,
Cazenove where Mr. and Mrs. concerning microorganisms and
year-long Jonn Wood serve M resid(?nt CQU. Seir-rellant Girls protozoa. Next semester's topics
pie. B°th Mr., and Mrs. Makar noted will include current theories of
Two resident couples, two heads ihnt lhe rMs were more self-re- cell division, and photosynthesis
of house and nn assistant hend of (Continued on page 12) and chemosynthesls.
nro beginning their first ycor
Dormitory Lifo
Senate Hears NSA Delegates;
lon't In- ~ 7
exj* Other Committees Also Report
by Ann Sherwood '09 exempt, non-political status, and
Senate's first meeting of the nalf of wnich would be permitted
academic year was highlighted by to Involve itself In partisan poll-
"-''"" "t Douglass College Q nport from Wellesley's two de-
who did graduate work in busl-
,legates to the National Student As- Susie asked that i
Married Man,
"As a married man I don'
tend to change my routine
tend to live as normal an xist-
ence as possible," states Mr. Wood.
Married only last April, Mr. and
Mrs. Wood feel they may offer the
girls a preview of the years Im-
mediately ahead of them.
chairman of SEC is automaticaUy directed to their house presidents, ness administration Mrs Wood '^ w l in " uo i s a student lia-
a member of the committee Two and to chairman of the house has been financial aid director at sociation (NSA) Congress held son volunteer to help Wellesleys;=s:s a : trisvr -r nsa—*~ *-The structural revision commit- mE conditions." Subjects of im- permlt her to see the cnmni« -™ cuzaoetn i>towe, o
tee announced by College President mediate concern-liquor and se- from another point of view, bo that
70
-
subm'tted a written report c
M Ado; cuplty — were mentioned she will be nble to
both the regional and national organi-




mandates, re- Qf student opportunities and re-
much more commendations, and services. The sponslbllitles. Senate moved to
lemanding job than »rnl report, however, underscored thank both delegates for their lucid
nod " M» w««i „k_ the enthusiasm the two girls flnd enthusiasUc report<
at Opening Convocn.
lio received further elucidation nt In addition, the Introduction of tnp college
the informal chapel gathering. The H°use Associates — faculty mem- emotionally
appointment process developed by bers wllo will ent occasional meals fj ever Imagi e rs Wood ob p
Hillary and other student officials ln dormitories, and establish a scrves "I have to attune myself shared for the educational value
involves, as explained, an applica- permanent relation with a to what people are saying but not o[ the Congress,
tion. and an interview conducted Particular dorm - was announced. actuaJ]
, BayIng." ™, , , , iu .,.by Senate officers and the heads The Agenda Stimulating Discussion, y ,
cxp,
J
,nl!d ,he themc of tne
of major organizations Three*!,, Hill, , j ^. . >, , f " l" ,"","s convention: "Student Power Comesl hree stu- Hillary also previewed Tuesday Mr. Wood, who docs legal work
„. Aee" in .„_,„ „, .,„ H„„t re-
3«us;.te^M.r;^=xr^ :S£SSS,?i—,a„d ,f Board .of asked that students interest.,^ .en £^~H2H
Eliza- cussions stimulating.
organization voted 'to re-form as
the back-up man," Mr. a dua i corporation, half of which
would continue in the present tax-
Trustees. Interaction between the liason workV with NSA
two committees is expected. Susie NelsonXln Shafer .
Educational Expansion beth Stowe in Caz.
The Wellesley-developed Experi- A few general announcements Wood comments because' Mr
In other business freshman blan-
ket permissions were re-enstated
as passed by Senate last spring,
Sandra Servaas '69 was confirmed
as chairman of the elections com-
mittee, and Liz Rodgers was given
permission to proceed with plans
for the YD support of certain sena-
torial candidates.
Th( next Senate meeting is Oct.
Page Two WELLESLEY NEWS Thursday, September 26, 1968
The Last Hurrah The Reader Writes
1968. they said, was the year of the Political Un-
expected. But after it all, after New Hampshire and
March 31 and the rallying cries of a New Politics,
after the second floor balcony of the Lorraine Motel
and the kitchen floor of the Ambassador Hotel, the
exhilaration is gone and the tragedy is numbed, and
the most incredible thing in this year of the incre-
dible is the choice we now face between two of the
oldest, most familiar, most worn-out and outworn
politicians around, both resurrected from the politi-
cal dead, while the old and familiar forces of hatred
and bigotry are rallying around a third.
We are strongly opposed to the war that every-
one except the candidates is discussing. We distrust
Richard Nixon and are appalled by the prominence
of Strom Thurmond. We were born roughly round
the time Hubert Humphrey made his great civil-
rights stand, and we know only the Humphrey who
lost Wisconsin and West Virginia in 1960 and the
Humphrey of the past four years, who rarely makes
a controversial statement without retracting it
within 24 hours. With the whole world, we watched
Chicago and saw people being clubbed and gassed,
galleries packed, and motions from the floor blat-
antly ignored. We watched with disbelieving horror
the suspension of humanity and civil liberties in the
streets and the suspension of justice and parliamen-
tary procedure in the hall. What do we do on
November 5?
We believe that it Is time to reject permanently a
politics that sentences the voter to choosing the
lesser of two (or three) evils. It Is precisely this
philosophy that enabled some 1700 men nnd women
to remain deaf to the loud voice of popular opinion
in the primaries and give the electorate Instead the
man thoy found compatible. It 1-., by his own admis-
sion. Hubert Horatio Humphrey's only hope for a
united party and an electoral victory. If you believe
he would make a significantly better president than
Richard Nixon, we urge you to follow your convic-
tions and vote for him. But if you find unfathom-
able, not whoso man he Is. but what kind of mnn
he Is; if you wonder how a man who could not stand
up to Richard Daley could renin In firm under the
pressure of the Joint Chiefs of Slnff, then you
should not.
"President Nixon" is a name that strikes unrea-
soning terror in many a heart. We ask you to ex-
amine whether that terror is indeed unreasoning
and unreasonable.
We are firmly convinced that, regardless of the
outcome, barring a Wallace victory, America will
muddle through. She always does. But a thought for
1972 might be wise now. The Republican Party, de-
spite 1964, seems locked In a near-paranoia of its
liberal North and Eastern wing. What hope there
Is in a two-party system appears to He with the
Democratic Party. Powers that be, however, do not
change unless they must. If the Richard Daleys and
John Connellys, the Carl Alberts and John Baileys
prove correct in assuming they can force their can-
didate on the electorate, they will continue to do so
ad Infinitum, despite the abolition of fifty unit rules.
Four years of Richard Nixon may be a small price
to pay for the democratization of the Democratic
Party.
When assassination has become a commonplace
In American public life, no discussion of a Presiden-
tial election should Ignore the Vice-Presidential can-
didates ,nnd we are gravely concerned about Splro
Agnew's neo-MeCarthylst rhetoric. Indeed, the at-
tractiveness of Edmund Muskle strikes us as the
best thing about the Democratic ticket. We would
like to remind our readers, however, that somehow
It Is never ,or rarely ever ,the Nlxons, the Humph-
reys, or the Johnsons who attract the bullets of the
Strhnns ,lhe Oswalds ^or the Rays; somehow
only the bigger men, the men who enn evoke pns-
slrinnlc love n» well ns hnlrcd, nr« reminded of thetr
mortality.
Nowh Is not endowing nnynne for President of
the United Slntes, Instead ,we are urging you to
make your own decision a thoughtful, reasoning, and
objective one. We are asking you not to dismiss as
"a vote for Nixon" the blank line, the fourth party,
the Peace and Freedom Party, or the write-In for
McCarthy, if you lean that way. We are urging
everyone to vote .whether for Nixon, Humphrey, or
hi protest. And we urge you to nupport men like
Pnut O'Dwyor nnd Allnnl I,owon«.loln nnd Abrnhnm
nibleorf In Connecticut. Until 1072, no mnttor




Since the letter originally sub-
mitted to the Wellesley Alumnae
Magazine by Deborah A. Nichol-
son '65, regarding the title of my
spring seminar (Psychology 327,
the Culturally Disadvantaged
Child), was also published In the
News, I am enclosing a copy of my
remarks addressed to the editor
of the Alumnae Magazine. I con-
'
cur in Miss Nicholson's opinion
that important issues are raised
by our seminar topic, and I sin-
cerely hope that further discus-
sion will be stimulated by her let-
ter.
"I was delighted to read Miss
Nicholson's reactions to the sem-
inar title, and I hope It will pro-
voke the same kind of critical In-
volvement along the participating
students. While the phrase needs
clarification, (one of the tasks of
the semlnnr this spring), I believe
the social sclehtlflt can legitimately
speak of 'culturally disadvantaged'
groups, I.e., groups disadvantaged
relative to others regarding access
to the major goals and values of
the larger society — goals and
values which the members of the
disadvantaged groups themselves
typically hold.
"Of cnurse, this usage of the
phrnno does not sanction the values
of a particular group as being bet-
ter than those of anohter. Neither
does it prejudge the cause of the
disadvantaged, as Miss Nicholson
seems to have assumed. Indeed,
the weight of social scientific evi-
dence to date appears to support
the position that it is more fruit-
ful to look at lower-class "cul-
tures" as predictable reactions to
enduring societal conditions, rather
than as persisting cultural imper-
atives. The disadvantage can, and
undoubtedly tofiten does, accrtue
from inequities in the larger so-
ciety.
"Miss Nicholson may be inter-
ested to know that the first order
of business in our seminar Is sched-
uled to be a critical examination
of this very issue. If she should
be In the vicinity of Wellesley dur-
ing the spring term, perhaps she
would be willing to come to one
of the seminar meetings and share
with us some of the insights she
has gained In her teaching experi-
ence. At any rate, if the sincere
involvement and critical approach
expressed in her letter are repre-
sentative of the Wellesley student,
then the seminar this spring should
be an exiting and worthwhile ex-






Academic Council holds its first meeting of the
1968-69 year today, nnd one item on Ms ngentln Is
long overdue for discussion and reconslderntlon.
The passed-not passed grading "system" Instituted
at Wellesley last year lias turned out not to be a
system at all, but merely an indefinite and confusing
thorn in the side of every student who has tried to
make some sensible plan of her four-year college
education.
Changed three times since its beginnings last year,
the program was originally intended to allow a stu-
dent to take up to eight of her forty units of work
without a letter grade. When the curriculum was
-educed to 32 units, the pass-fall quota was also
dropped from two units per year to five units In
four years, bringing the overall ratio of pass-fall
courses down from one-fifth to less than a sixth.
Reasons presented for the change last May in-
;luded the protests of faculty members that the
lumber of failing grades had increased that year.
Students for the most part approved of the system
ind hoped it would continue or be expanded.
At class meetings last week, it was announced
hat pass-fail policies would be changed temporarily,
igain. For Semester I only, a student who elects
ive units of work may possibly take three of them
tass-fail, provided she takes a writing workshop or
other Rprclnlly-deslgnnted pans-fall course. But this
policy Is only for this semester ,nnd no ono yet knows
what will happen Semester II.
While Ncwn appreciates what nppearn to be a
step In the direction of a more liberal grading sys-
tem ,we cannot pretend that the new pass-fall Is
any more flexible than the old. The present program
seems to be designed to lure a student into taking a
fifth course by dangling as bait that extra pass-fall
unit she was robbed of last year.
In may, News proposed that Academic Council
adopt n program of total optional passed-not passed
grading for all students In all departments at Wel-
lesley. This program would permit students to take
as many courses as they wish pass-not pass. We
repeat our proposal at the beginning of this aca-
demic year, in the hopes that it will be considered
as a possible alternative.
More Importantly, we urge that whatever Aca-
demic Council's final decision ,it be reached soon.
No student at Wellesley should be forced to plan
any of her college education — and certainly not
two years of It — around a grading system subject
to radical change at the end of each semester.
News hopes that a definite, permanent passed-
not passed grading system will be established at
Wellesley in time for second semester of this year.
Committed to Change
Columbia's summer concessions to change seem
ot to have Increased communication between the
actions that radicalized the New York campus this
pring. And rumors circulating among the nation's
niversity administrators, college students and an-
lous townspeople suggest not an end to such dis-
uption, but a continuence ,and an almost-frantic
;arch by all parties for the reasons and the resolu-
on of the plethora of complex problems,
Wellesley — as reported by President Ruth M.
dams — is a unique Institution that does not ex-
rtly duplicate the conditions of others in structure
• in philosophy. Nevertheless .elements of the aca-
?mic revolution exist on this campus. And It Is
mply intelligent to answer to them — not to react
it to respond to the conditions that demand
iange
p
and indeed, re-orientatlon and reorganiza-
The formation of a committee suggested by Miss
dams to study current conditions, and to recom-
end relevant changes Is an encouraging develop-
ed. Furthermore, College Government President
diary Rodham has proposed a system for the sel-
tion of student representatives to this committee
at demands interest, competence ,and responslve-
ss from the student delegates. These students
eeting for the first time with representatives of
I divisions of the College, including the trustees,
ed not only data and determination; they need
)o a continuit yamong themselves. News hopes
e selection committee will consider the fate of,
r example
.a sophomore participant who may wish
re-apply for a position as a junior.
\ dialogue between the committee and the com-
mity will be essential. Secrecy would preclude
y effectiveness by destroying the necessary com-
nication, and Is therefore c ridiculous consider-
ation.
The I ask of this committee In necessarily largo. It
hns both long-range nnd Immediate demands to
meet. That these groups might threaten the role of
the newly- sanctioned Educational Policy Commit-
tee Is a legitimate concern. However, we feel the
concept of education Is sufficiently cast to provide
both of these new committees adequate and Im-
portant assignments.
We would envision EPC work on pass-fall pro-
posals .current currlculnr Improvements and revi-
sion, assessment of the cnlendnr change, Intensifica-
tion of the Wellesley-MIT relationship and other Is-
sues dealing with the flexibility and responsiveness
of Wellesley's academics to both faculty and stu-
dents this year. In addition, we see the EPC as an
extremely effective information organ for the other
more philosophically-and politically-based body.
This second committee would then be forced to
exnmlne Wellesley's most basic educational philo-
sophy and policy for merit. Such a task Is funda-
mental to n reorganization of any governing strue-
ture, and It Is apparent a major reorganization will
be considered—and rightly so. We hope, however,
that the structural committee will not become so
plagued with theory that it neglects the possible
implementation of change this year.
Wellesley does have a very real chance to avert
the chaos and the crises that have precipitated In
other colleges. A realistic appraisal of our present
situation—unique or no—and or our continuing role
In education, coupled with viable nnd broadly-based
solutions and alternatives may Indeed reaffirm con-
fidence In the direction and vision of the College. It
is with grave responsibility that we charge this com-
mittee. We trust our faith is well-placed.
CO-OP ED COURSES— FALL 1968
Modern Greek Tina Jameson
Lois Benson
j
The Communications Media Ann Sherwood
Nancy Ross
Miss Helen S. Corsa
New Morality or Anarchy Allen W. Eister
French Literature Symbolism to Surrealism Kathy Skiba
Prescriptive Politics Alan H, Schechter
The Modern Woman Denlse Koen
The Dirty Novel Liz Coffin
i
Education — The Academic Revolution Jan Krigbaum
Philip M. Phlbbs
Mrs. Steven J. Stadler
Joan Lawless
Modern Music Harriet Milnes
Jackie Cassada
Repression In 20th Century American Politics Karen Nelson
Racism In American Society Stephen D. London
Paul Worthman
Contemporary Literature Anne Carter Cormier






Mathematics or related field Mrs. Bernice Auslander
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Czech citizens gather In Pi
plication* of the Ruai
Brzeilnekl dlecuaaerf Irr
Photo by Terry Mat
CG President Presents
Agenda Opportunites
by Hillary Rodham 'CO sponsibility students have in an
College Government President. age of student power.
The following is a summary of Three students, selected throigh
the proposals discussed at the All- applications and interviews con luc-
College meeting Monday afternoon, ted by Senate officers and re -re-
They are presented here with hope, sentatives from major orgai za-
enthusiasm and faith In the pos- Hons, will serve on the commit .ee.
sibillty of their fulfillment this All interested applicants will f .rm
year. What more can I say? a back-up group to seek and sul mlt
(1) The opportunity Miss Adams student opinion. Applications
offered in her Convocation an- should be in to Hillary Rodham,
nouncement of students participa- Davis, (237-0009) or any men ber
tion in a review of the structural of Senate by Oct. 1.
set-up of the college is one we (2) The joint student-faculty
eagerly accept. Educational Policy Committee will
For a long time, I have felt that take an innovative look at curricu-
the college government association lar structure and academic ques-
was obsolete. Suspended between tions. It will make specific recom-
a truly all-college government and mendations to Academic Council,
a student political structure, we the curriculum committee and in-
have no provision for a governing dividual departments as they are
body entirely reflective of student developed. The committee will in-
needs and completely responsive to elude nine students, four faculty
student priorities. In participating members and the president of the
In n re-ovnluntlon o[ the college college or her authorized deputy
decision-making process, we will sitting cx-offlro. Two seniors, four
1 have to assess the role nnd re- juniors and two sophomores will
Brzezinski Explores Lessons of Prague
by Marianne Chawluk '60
Guest Reporter
Friday night's opening Wilson
lecture, delivered by Zbignlew
Brzezinski, professor of govern-
ment at Columbia University, focus-
ed on a perceptive analysis of
the Internal dynamics of the
Czechoslovakian democratization
process, and the possible conse-
quences of the recent Soviet in-
tervention both for the Communist
bloc and for the entire world.
Brzezinski offered his audience
ten lessons of Czechoslovakia in
which specific facts and specula-
tions of the moment are weighed
and evaluated in light of the
speaker's expert understanding of
Communism and his intimate famil-
iarity with the changing develop-
ments among the Communist
countries.
The lecture was timely not only
because It addressed itself to a
crisis of international import the
total outcome of which is still un-
certain, but also because its topic
Is critically relevant to the dia-
logue, presently being carried out
in this country about the future
course of East-West relations.
Re-Orlentatlon
The lecture began by suggesting
that In the recent Soviet actions
can be seen the reassertion of
oriental over occidental Com-
munism. Describing in detail the
characteristics of the two variants,
the speaker took the time to point
out the Marxism-Leninism is a syn-
thesis of doctrine and practice, an
application of a theory to specific
Russian conditions.
The question of the present na-
ture and relevance of the Com-
munist ideology—if one is still
comfortable in speaking of a single
Communist ideology — lies at the
basis of almost all of Brzezinskl's
ten lessons.
No Generalizations
Lesson One is that the democra-
tization of Communism is ar. organ-
ic, complicated process about which
It is dangerous to generalize. This
observation is amplified by Lesson
Two-that democratization is an
historically uneven process, We
should not attempt to generalize
from the Czech situation either for
the rest of Eastern Europe or for
the Soviet Union. Here Brzezinski
pointed out the persistent nnd com-
plex problem that has perplexed
the Soviets and that challenges
them ever more starkly now in
light of the negative response by
the rest of Eastern Europe to
their (the Soviets') intervention.
The problem is that of applying
Soviet Communist Ideology to vari-
ed national conditions, and, in
particular, the resultant problem
that Czechoslovakia had to face
in trying to act rationally and pro-
gressively on the basis of n semi-
relevant ideology. In these two
lessons, Brzezinski wives due weight
to the vital force of nationalism
In concluding that the relnllvlza-
tlon o£ Ideology ennnot be averted.
Lesson Three
A third lesson is that in order
to eliminate the "dilemma or the
one alternative"—in order to de-
mocratize a Communist system
—
there must be leadership from the
intellectuals accompanied by com-
munication between the manncs and
the Intelligentsia at the forefront,
In his book Ideology nnd Power In
Soviet Polities, Brzezinski states
that meaningful alternatives to the
Communist system can be avoided
only when the regime still has the
power to continue changing so-
ciety. Totalitarianism is distin-
guished from olher dictatorial sys-
tems in that it is a forward-orient-
ed phenomenon.
The Soviet intervention in Czech-
oslovakia is a symptom of the de-
veloping crisis of the Soviet poli-
tical system, manifested in its wan-
ing capacity to be the agent of
social change.
The Status Quo
As Brzezinski Indicated, Soviet
attempts to preserve the status
quo—for example, by intervening
in Czechoslovakia — undermine
the revolutionary and progressive
qualities basic to Communist ideo-
logy. Since democratization is an
irreversible process—a fact borne
out, for example, by the develop-
ments In Yugoslnvln since 1MR, nnd
more recently by development In
Rumania — the quesllnn of ihe
compatibility belwren Ideology and
reality will undoubtedly arise
again.
The Soviets will have to allow
the adaptation of ideology to pre-
sent national conditions—In their
own country as well as elsewhere-
if they are to avoid operating In n
social vacuum, out of tune with
the demands ot n modern society.
Merely a Delay
The lesson which can be most
advantageously exploited by the
West—and which can eventually
result in improved East-West rela-
tions—is what Brzezinski referred
to as his "rash" conclusion that
the Soviet Intervention has meant
the final death of internntlonol
Communism. The trend toward the
relativizatlon of ideology has not
been arrested but merely delayed
by the Soviet Intervention in
Czechoslovakia.
As democratization within Com-
munist countries continues, as It
undoubtedly must If each Com-
munist party is to remain viable,
the opportunities for East-West
reconciliation are greatly Increased.
In order to make the most of the
situation, however, the United
States must avoid reviving the
Cold War In renction to the Soviet
Intervention,
The gradunl mutton of the syn-
lem of dogmatic ideas incorporated
hi a cohesive Communist ideology
will help to end the civil war In
the developed world. We, in turn,
must act with a mature under-
standing of the present state of
Communist nffntrs if the "dlchoto-
mleal hostlllly" (In use Brzezinskl's
phrase) between Communist coun-
ties cmwlileiwl In bloc and Inn
so-called "free world" Is to be
eliminated,
"Dear Congress!"
Here it was possible to detect
a plea to Congress not to reverse
our trends toward "building
bridges" between East and West
—
n plea stated more explicitly by
the speaker during the informal
gathering in the recreation build-
lng.
In the question and answer
period that followed his lecture,
and later in the recreation build-
ing, Brzezinski explained in greater
detail why he thinks the U.S.
should have indicated in clear
terms that It would view the pos-
sibility (if Soviet intervention Willi
ulrnnst gravity. Cllven the wavering
Hint apparently occurred In the
Soviet Union before the interven-
tion and after, there is reason to
believe that such a warning from
the United States could have led
the Soviet leaders to decide against
intervention.
Mrs. Tenney Leaves Wellesley
For Ameriean Schoolin Rome
Miss Ruth M. Adams, president
of the College, has announc-
ed the retirement of Mrs. Asa
Tenny, director of residence and
foreign student adver.
Mrs. Tenney, Is a graduate
of Wellesley and was at the
College in the above position
for 10 years. In August she went
to Rome, Italy, to join the staff of
St. Stephen's School — an English-
speaking, co-educational secondary
school of 150 pupils who are, for
the most part, children of Ameri-
can parents in tho diplomatic Bcr-
vlco.
At Wellesley College, Mrs, Ten-
ney was concerned with the resi-
dential extracurricular Interests of
all students, and especially of the
foreign students numbering ap-
proximately thirty each year for
whom she was Adviser. She worked
closely with tho International Com-
mittee of Wellesley's Alumnae As-
sociation in securing a host family
for each foreign student. Mrs. Ten-
ney co-organlzeil a day-long confer-
ence at Wellesley, attended by ad-
viser and foreign-student repre-
sentatives from other colleges for
the purpose of exchanging informa-
tion on the problems of women
foreign students. As director of
residence, she supervised the man-
agement of Wellesley's thirteen
dormitories, which encompassed
the assigning of rooms to all en-
tering studrntB.
Prior to her career at the College
she was assistant headmistress of
Ashley Hall, a school for girls in
South Carolina. She has also been
a teacher and administrator In a
number of Eastern schools and,
with her late husband, was co-head
of the Tenney School, Center
Point, Texas.
bo elected by class thru self-nomin-
ation. Students interested in run-
ning should notify their house
president or any member of Senate
by Oct 4.
(3) The first sessions of the Co-
operative Education Program
iCEP) are tonight in Billings at
7:15. As SEC co-choirman Leah
Otis 70 (Davis) noted at all-Col-
lege meeting, there are really no
"teachers" or "courses" in this
venture. All involved are equally
participants in an education ex-
periment. SEC will serve as a link
between all interested in CEP but
Leah stresses that "anything
goes". SEC will help publicize any
meeting any member of the com-
munity wishes to call.
14) We're also shooting for a
year-long series of sympusia ap-
proaching "Education" from all
angles. Questions about the role
of the modern women's college or
recent experiments in radical edu-
cation are being raised in academic
communities all over the world. We
hope to sponsor speakers who will
join us in informal sessions on such
questions here.
Although the word "confronta-
tion" Suffers from overuse, perhaps
this is our confrontation with edu-
cation in its many meanings. Pro-
fits of this Saturday's All-College
mixer, Alum 8-midnight, will fund
the symposia, so please turn out!
If you have any ideas on topics or
participants, contact Jan Krig-
baum '69 in Davis 1235-9468).
15) The House Associates pro-
gram supplementing Tuesday night
dinners is also new this year and
its success depends on each of us.
Faculty members will be visiting
the dorms with which they are
connected according to arrange-
ments worked out between faculty
and dorm. Joann Lawless, '71
(Davis, 235-8574) who has organ-
ized the program, stresses Its
flexibility and would appreciate any
suggestions.
16) Information received about
conferences and miscellany will be
posted on the Reserve Room bul-
letin board.
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Anatomy of a Seminar
Freshmen Investigate Educational Process in 'Sort of Seminar
by Sue Win? '71
Topic Tor 1968: The Psychology
of a Seminar, sort of, with a, focus
on the Wellealcy freshman year,
more or less. Open by chance to
eight Interested freshmen and two
recruited professors. No prerequi-
site except two terms of something
like frustration.
You could look forever through
back issueB of the Wellesley Col-
lege catalogue without finding an
entry like the one above. Even
most seminars, which claim flexi-
bility of content, would announce
quite explicitly that the Topic for
1967-8 is "Poetic Imagery" or
"Ancient Near East," or, perhaps,
"Pedro Salinas y Jorge Guillen";
—And, chances are, most course
listings would launch right Into a
highly detailed and utterly un-
equivocal outline of the course, dis-
coursing on the course syllabus and
often categorizing the course
material according to semester,
Structural Revision Committee Application
As Announced at Opening Convocation
1. What would you like to see the committee do?
2. Explain any experience you consider relevant to the commlttee'i
work.
Return application to Hillary Rodham, Davis ,or any member of
Senate by October 1.
century, and epoch, and to its role
in the course's overall cause, effect,
why, wherefore, and what-for.
Maybe you don't like surprises.
Maybe you'd rather know ahead
of time that Modern European His-
tory, in twenty - four easy lessons,
is going to tell you all about the
-emergence - of - the - European-
Btate - system - the - scientific-
revolution - the - expansion - of-
Europe the • Ancient - Regime-
and - the - age - of - revolutions-
nationalism - and Industrializa-
tion - world - wars - totalitarian-
ism - and the - development - of
secular - ideologies » and - last but
not least - present - world • pro-
blems. Maybe you'd like to know
where you're going before you get
there. Very businesslike, end cer-
tainly not Intellectually harmful,
as long as the student refuses to
feel limited to any prescribed syl-
labus or stated course goal, as long
as she realizes the difference be-
tween a piece of Westphalia and
a Pence of Westphalia,
Freshman Seminar Created
After a year of "taking coursos"
and "doing the rending" and "try-
ing to get something out of It,"
however, eight members of the
Wellesley class of 1971, Joan Law-
less, Liz Rudman, Genevieve





The Best Selection of Cosmetics, Perfumes,
Colognes, and Accessories in Town.
A Cosmetician always available
Charge accounts Welcomed
A unique bonus plan
Lesley Coulton, Nancy Ryan, and
Davida Rudolph, were looking for
something different. They were
looking for a course which would
be so flexible that the members
themselves could choose the read-
ing, and, with empasis on discus-
sion of opinions and impressions,
determine the direction of the
course. In short, what they wanted
was a "non-course." Realizing the
need to raise the proposed seminar
above the level of an 11:30 p.m.
bull session, and anticipating the
occasional need for an Intellectual
catalyst, to discussions, the eight
recruited Miss Claire Zimmerman,
professor of psychology, and Mrs.
Ingrld Stadler, associate professor
of philosophy, as faculty advisors.
The seminar was given a token
amount of structure by being given
a name: a Freshman Study Semin-
ar in the Psychology of Higher
Education. They even tentatively
established the estimable goal of
drawing up a critical analysis of
the Wellesley freshman education*
al program. In this vein, they plan-
ned a discussion based on Esther
Rnuschenbush's The Student and
His Studies.
As It turned out, this choice was
initially disastrous. By the second
meeting, the group was talking
such a great deal about HOW It
should have been learning, Inter-
spersing the discussion with a
generous helping of personal gripes,
that It was In the process of learn-
ing a tremendous amount about
what each participant already
knew. Even while so rationally
criticizing previous courses, the
girls were speaking In the language
of "taking courses" and "doing
reading" and "getting something
out of it"; they SHOULD have
been creating on educational situ-
ation completely divorced from this
overused vocabulary.
Change of Non-Direction
So the capital leters disappeared
and the freshman seminar appear-
ed, thus named primarily because
It was easier to say than the Mon-
day afternoon - meeting - except-
when Mrs. - Stadler - has . crew
practice - then - maybe - Wednes-
day - or - Thursday - night. At
each meeting, the seminarians
would choose the topic of discus-
sion for the next. The reasons for
the choices were varied and cer-
tainly not based on any far-reach-
ing goal. Somebody had read Ed-
ward Albee'e The American Dream
and had liked It; others liked him,
too, so It was followed by Who's
Afraid of Virginia Woolf? Dr. Eric
Berne's Games People Play was
humorous and controversial; Mar-
shall McLuhan's The Medium is the
Message was topical and, in Its
discussion of a changing vocabu-
lary in the communication of ideas.
vaguely related to the non-course's
non-purpose.
If they could, by chance, relate
their discussion to a previous one,
then they did, as when they studied
Albee — but no one tried too
hard. Maybe they didn't want to
work under the impression which
pervades many introductory cours-
es, that the knowledge gained can
be neatly packaged in a generaliza-
tion — that, if you try hard
enough, you really CAN compare
and contrast the influence exerted
upon American mores and morals'
by a. Calvin Coolidge and b. King
Kong.
In Dubious Battle
Of course, there were problems.
Sometimes it seemed as if every-
one was talking on different wave
lengths; or flinging forth irrele-
vant remarks which engendered
only further Irrelevant remarks.
And the irrespressible bull session
crept In more often than the parti-
cipants would have liked. A lot of
what they did learn, however, could
not be expressed In the language
of any college catalogue. They did
discuss the "mores and morals" of
American society; they could hard-
ly do otherwise after reading the
opinions of four writers on the sub-
ject — But they also learned what
happens to you when you try to be
articulate without a single cliche
or when you compare Edward Al-
bee and Eric Berne without really
trying, and successfully throw In
a little Mike Nichols for good luck,
or when you make an "Irrelevant"
comment and initiate ninety minu-
tes of discussion.
The girls think their experiment
has taught them something about
the difference between limitation
and direction, mainly because the
seminar had neither: discussions
would waver between excitingly
uninhibited expression and utter
chaos. As a non-credit seminar, it
was, perhaps, overly amorphous;
as a non-course, however, it might
be considered successful. Then, was
It worth the effort? They think so,
but they don't know why-exactly.
If you feel you're supposed to "get"
the succession of the English mon-
archy from your history course,
well, by George m, you will. But
what can you "get" out of a non-
course? If you know what your his-
tory course is supposed to "cover",
you. have a basis for evaluation.
If you know what a healthy back-
bone looks like, you can tell by a
patient's x-rays whether or not he
has a slipped disc. But the anatomy
of a seminar Is changeable, dyna-
mic. Definite evaluation of an ex-
periment Is impossible unless we
stop it, define it, pin it down—And
we'd rather not attempt an autopsy
until we're sure it's dead.
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BBC Commentators inChicago
Discover Democracy At Work
by Nancy Bom '69
"I used to think American na-
tional party conventions were a
cross between a Punch and Judy
show and a three-ring circus," an-
nounced the TV face after a clip
from Chicago, "but now I am glad
to see that this one Is at least
one-half hard, polemic, and lucid."
Was this man bitter, insane, or
a Daley stooge? None of these —
his Image emanated from the Brit-
ish Broadcasting Corporation stu-
dios In London. The announcer was
merely attempting to resurrect for
British viewers a meaning of
America.
"W a b n ' t that a magnificent
speech? Won't that do a great
deal to bind the wounds, so to
speak, of the Democratic Party?
Perhaps I am being a bit too
eulogistic, but I felt that Hum-
phrey's speech
-here was a master-
piece of reconciliation." BBC's
Chicago reporter emoted while
nominee Humphrey Bald what he
was supposed to say,
"Yes, I would say you are over-
eulogizing," responded a constrain-
edly polite N.Y. Times mon.
Love America
"But don't you think the party
has already healed its differences
so as to get Mr. Humphrey elec-
ted? Why, this morning, Senator
Morse, an avowed dove, said he
will campaign for Humphrey. And
Senator McGovern, an opponent
for the nomination, standing up
there on the platform with the
Vice President?"
"Mr. Humphrey desperately
wants everyone to love him,
doesn't he?" continued the BBC
man on the scene, "I know all you
Americans want to be loved, but
Humphrey wants this very much,
doesn't he?"
Perhaps British Broadcasting
captured a truth there, but for the
most part — well, I even consider-
ed the BBC might have succumbed
to CIA infiltration.
The American Way
The clip which convinced the
London commentator of Chicago's
"lucidity" depicted Humphrey, Mc-
Carthy, and McGovern in a "fair
appearance before the uncommlt-
ted California delegation." Of
course Unruh was cheerleading for
McGovern, McCarthy had already
given up ("I am here today to ash
you to consider me as one of those
among the candidates who have
placed their names before you for
the Presidential nomination"),
and Humphrey was there only on
formality.
As it devoted a two-hour special
to this tape and replayed It night-
ly, the BBC explained that "here
was a real picture of Amorlcnn
democracy at work" — tho can-
didates "presenting their views nnd
submitting to questioning" bo that
the delegates could make a "fair
decision."
Explanation
Britishers were exposed to con-
siderable segments of CBS cover-
age via satellite, but tho London
studio frequently Interrupted Cron-
klte's anger "to explain to tho
British people" how "democratic"
the mess really was.
The BBC did not at all expurgate
CBS tapes of police violence out-
side Convention Hall. However,
these were presented as a matter
(just as Daley appeared a colorful
disjoint from tho main proccdlngs
character who had actually not
much to do with Humphrey and
all that).
New Sponsor?
"Let us come now to the Mind-
less Brutality," announced the an-
nouncer and the tone was such that
I Wbndered If the noncommercial
BBC were about to Introduce a
sponsor, Mindless Brutality. A new
deodorant, maybe?
London newspapers carried a
different story. Apparently their
Chicago correspondents had wan-
dered beyond glass booth protect-
ion. "Daley's Gestapo" and the
"Democratic Circus" made head-
lines.
Why Apologize?
Why then did television play tho
role of apologist? BBC news and
programming is usually amazingly
sharp and subtle. And they are
much too upright to allow CIA
types through their doors.
My guess Is that British Broad-
casting was attempting to recall
a bumbling but loveable offspring.
Sorry, BBC, ahem. We regret to
inform you, but he's dead.
Senator Eugene McCarthy of Minneaota exchange. Impreaalona of the
Humphrey before the Democratic National Convention In Chicago.
'npaigrt with Vleo-Prealdent Huber
HHH Attracts Crowd at Rally.
Fails to Silence War Protesters
by Ann Sherwood "69
Hubert Humphrey arrived in Bos-
ton a week ago. Cloistered in a
crowd of n round ten thousond on
tho corners of FUeno's, .Ionian
Marsh and Gilchrist'*, Humphrey
outshoutod, but did not shout down
the vocal — and often obscene —
protesters who confronted him.
In the course of his travels, the
presidential candidate has seldom
entered a city without precipitat-
ing some disturbance — his latest
cross-country trip will carry him
Into 22 RtatOR and 35 cities — Bos-
ton was one of his largest crowds
to date — It was also one of the
few he has not been able to quiet.
But then. Sen. Edward Kennedy
could not calm the cries of antl-
adminlstrationlsm, either.
Humphrey's prepared text, and
most of what he said was a re-
iteration of the Nixon challenge
that he has so carefully exploited
In this campaign — where does Mr.
Nixon stand?—what would Mr.
Nixon do? — and so forth, gener-
ally not saying much about what he
has to say for himself, at least In
terms of pro-or con-Johnson.
"Dissent, but not disorder" he
anlii, ond Indeed, tho average poli-
tico present was in sympathy —
there were many Democrats. And
there were many ardent Humphrey
supporters there also. Even the
onslaught of cries from the resist-
ance groups, among other people,
could not dim the vice-president's
obvious pleasure from the size and
enthusiasm of most of the crowd.
And, as for the very vocal pro-
test, Humphrey handles this well—
whether It be innate composure'
and skill, or simply practice is a
matter of debate, but those who
travel with him believe that his
tactics are wise, and will eventual-
ly pay off. Where does the anti-
protest protester move — to the
Humphrey who handles the protes-
ter with aplomb — or simply fur-
ther to the right? Humphrey tacti-
cians might well be debating this
point.
Meanwhile, the latest polls show
Increasing Humphrey support —
the reasons being many and the
source perhaps unknown. Many
times, the underdog has the advan-
tage — and certainly this is a situ-
ation Humphrey people will not
overlook.
McCarthyite, Veteran of Chicago,
Considers Current Political Scene
by Lindsay Miller '68
Having Been first-hand the de-
feat of Eugene McCarthy in the
futile Battle of Chicago, Barbara
Kramer '69 still affirms that work-
ing within the existing political
syBtem is for her the moBt effective
means of political change today.
"I must admit that when I left
Chicago, I was ready for revolu-
tion," said Barbara, who began to
work for McCarthy in the New
Hampshire primary and subse-
quently left Wellesley to join the
organizational ranks of the cam-
paign.
Headquarters to Streets
While in Chicago, Barbara was
involved In the gamut of student
political activity there. Until Hum-
phrey officially received the nom-
ination, she was working on win-
ning delegates for McCarthy. Late
Wednesday evening ,Bhe attended
fourth party caucuses, and on
Thursday Bhe moved into the
streets with the demonstrators.
"Most of us on the McCarthy
staff did go into the streets, but
we couldn't stay there," said Bar-
bara. "First of all, we realized that
a revolution now would not work.
The movement itself has obviously
not coalesced in the hands of strong
leaderB. Moreover, while thore Js
tremendous power in the hands
of men like Mayor Daley, any rev-
olution would be forcibly over-,
whelmed.
Confronting the.Mayor !
"I heard the speeches in Grant
Park. I was moved, I cried'. I even'
confronted Mayor Daley himself
in the park on Thursday afternoon.:
'"I stood In front of hlrn for al-
most a minute, looking at him with 1
all the venom I had, and he re-
turned the compliment.
"Nonetheless," she continued, VI;
could see that the confrontation'
with the police, though Inevitable,
was not helping anyone or any
thing."
What NextT
What then does she think Mc|
Carthy people will do?
,
!
'To quote Paul Newman, I
think we might all go out and get
drunk for a month or two. Serious-
ly, many people are taking the
Senator's advice and turning to
state and local politics. There,
there are capable enlightened can-
didates who do stand a chance of
getting elected," she explained.
"These aro men llko Morso In
Oregon, O'Dwyer and Lowonsteln
.in New York."
What about presidential politics?
"In all honesty, I could not work
for Humphrey. If I were eligible
to vote, though, I would probably
vote for him," said Barbara.
Not a Revolution
"Tho talk by SDS and others
about not voting or voting for
Wallace In order to 'speed the rev-
olution' does not appeal to me. I
really do not believe the country,
is ready for a revolution, arid, be-
lieve me, I have talked to a lot
of Americans all over the country
in the last couple of months," she
explained.
In Chicago, Barbara found a
great deal of support for McCarthy
among the young marchers.
Flowers and Fear
"Ironically, we had our greatest
McCarthy rally after all hope was
gone of his winning," said Barbara.
"The crowds were outside the Con-'
rad Hilton singing peace songs
and wanting McCarthy to come out
to them. It was really beautiful.
Wo oven throw some of those
McCarthy flowers out the eight
story window of the hotel to the^
people below. -
"I don't care what the organ-
izers of the marchers wanted," ehe
continued. "A large part of the
people there did not want confron-
tation with the police, but they
knew they were going to and that
they had to."
From the McCarthy headquar-
ters in the Conrad Hilton, where
she-spent two nights because, ah^
might not be abje to get through,
,tha .police, blockade Id; the.lobby.V
Barbara saw and heard most of
the Grant Park confrontation.
"I'm sure Humphrey In his room
heard the pleas and the obscenities
Just as well as we did," Bhe said.
"What Humphrey will have to do
to have a chance to win Is recon-




by Joanne Kates '71
Miss Aiona Evans, chairman of
the political science department,
spent most of this past summer on
department business. The rest of
the time she devoted to research
on a book she is writing on United
States foreign policy with regards
to the International rendition of
fugitive offenders. She hopes that
this book will be published some
time early next year.
Miss Evans has published a sig-
nificant number of articles in legal
journals, one of which is the Am-
erican Journal Of International
Law. Noted in her field, she is the
first woman to be on the board of
editors of the Journal.
Research In The Law
Speaking of her summer Miss
Evans said, "I did research on air
piracy and the control of refugees
under neutrality laws, and on Uni-
ted States extradition policy, in-
cluding the Ray case. At the end of
August I attended the Biennal Con-
ference Of International Law In
Buenos Aires. I am a member of
the association committee on legal
aspects of political asylum and I
spoke on that subject. On the way
home, I stoped in Rio and did
some interviewing on U.S. Brazil-
ian relations."
BOND TO SPEAK
Julian Bond, the Georgia dele*
gate to the Democratic Convea-
Hon who was nominated for
the vlce-presldentlal nonuna*
tton, will be the first In a series
of Speakers aponsored by the
Babson Forum. Bond will speak
on Tnett., Oct. 1, at 8 p.m. at
Knight Auditorium In Welles-
ley. Admission Is free to all
students, and tranportatlon from
Wellesley College to Babson will
be provided. For further Inform-
ation, contact Dong Leeds,
chairman of Babson Forum, at
235-1200.
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Columbia's Moderate Forces
Propose Programs of Reform
by Penny Ortner '69
The spring riots at Columbia
ended abruptly when the admini-
stration called upon the police to
evacuate the five occupied build-
ings, suspended classes, disciplined
students and allowed them to be
charged with criminal offenses
from trespassing to assault. The
busts were brutal; the publicity
was generally inaccurate; Kirk re-
mained president of the univer-
iity; nothing was settled.
Students, faculty, and admini-
strators alike began talking about
a restructered university. Groups,
labelled with
cryptic initials,
News sprung up as a




to the ex h eme
right. Among them were SCU
(Ssludcnts for Columbia Univer-
sity), SRU (Students fur n Rc-
structercd University), and GSU
(Graduate Student Union). None
were as radical as SDS, but each
contributed to the rliversiveness of
the university.
Chicago
As the summer commenced, no
significant changes had been ef-
fected. The summer was the lime
for the newly formed groups to
consider institutional reform.
Everyone knew that concern, if
not incidents, would resume in the
[all. SDS, in its militant jargon,
promised a fall offensive, but the
other groups only premised to de-
liver their recommendations for a
restructured university.
Then in August Chicago blew
ap. The same two forces were con-
fronting one another — this time
in the streets of a major city (not
within the bounds of Academia)
and this time over nation-wide
television. Fear forced many Am-
ericans to join the ranks of Nixon,
Wallace, and Daley. But force
caused others to fear the opening
of Columbia in September.
Administrative Changes
Columbia opened last week with
surprisingly little trouble. The
changes, which seemed both for-
ced and ineffective at the times of
their institution during the sum-
mer, combined to give at least a
new facade to the university's
structure and policy.
Kirk had been quietly replaced
by Andrew W. Cordier, the dean
or the School of International Af-
fairs, who is to serve as acting
president until a new president can
be found. Cordler's appointment,
which seemed to Indicate nn ef-
fort by the trustees to promote
Istltutlonal elmnKo, wan preceded
by the appointment fit a new dean,
the resignation of an associate
dean, and two changes in the
trustees themselves.
In July, Carl F. Movde, associate
professor of English, had been
named dean of the College. Ilnvde
had played an important role on
the Joint Committee, on Disciplin-
ary Affairs nfler the Hprlng erWs,
urging that criminal trospnRH
chnarges be dropped,
Policy Changes
On Sept. 11, Cordier appeased
the moderate element at Columbia
by asking the courts to exercise
maximum leniency in the cases
of 319 students arrested last April
and May only on charges of tres-
passing. He also employed Ids
right of executive clemency by re-
voking the suspensions of the 42
students involved only in the se-
cond takeover of Hamilton Hall.
At a meeting of the Joint Facul-
ties on Sept. 12, the faculty was
divided on the issue of asking the
administration to grant total am-
nesty to all students Involved in
the protests. This was one of the
students' original six demands.
The Six Demands
The six demands which were at
least the outward execuse for last
spring's domonstrations seem to be
overshadowed by new concerns
this fall. Construction on the
Mornlngside Heights gym has been
temporarily halted; the University
no longer has ties with the Insti-
tute for Defense Analysis (IDA);
and the ban on indoor demonstra-
tions has been eliminated.
SDS, without significant support
from the other concerned groups,
has presented a set or new de-
mands, including the renovation of
all Columbia-owned npnrtment
ImtiHlng which him been vacated to
provide low-lncmno hoimlng; Ihe
end In all pnrn-mllltary mid CIA
research; the closing or the
School of International Affairs be-
cause of alleged CIA complicity.
Restructuring
Hut despite SDS's accusations
that Cordier is Involved Willi the
CIA, revolution deems to he dying
Junior Spends Summer with Gallup Poll,
Helps Analyze National Temperament
by Susan Helnemann '70 — "about everything imaginable,
"The most exciting result was especially beer." One amazing re-
when Nixon ran ahead of Rocke- suit she mentioned — "we were
feller in a mid-summer poll," com- sorting how many beers a student
mented Barbara Davis 70. "Every- consumed in one week and we got
one In the office was really shaken one card for the seventy slot."
up — especially when the Harris Taking the Poll
poll disagreed." The actual Interviewing is done
Barbara spent the summer work- with a random sample. The intcr-
ing as a computer programmer viewers are given a map of their
for Gallup Polls. "Just reading the area and proceed in a special way
ballots and learning what other around a randomly selected block,
people think and how they express Gallup even has an ingenious met-
themselves was fascinating," she hod of checking whether or not the
said. "You'd read one and think interviewer has done the work.
— oh, he's so liberal he must be "When they take a political poll,
under 25, then you'd find out he they use about 1500 people In the
was 21." sample," explained Barbara. "Peo-
Marklng the Ballot pie are weighted according to how
Gallup combines commercial and many times they've been home
political queries on a standard bal- recently, education, sex and reg-
lot. Typical questions include: if ion." Thus, one person's opinion
the election were being held today might rate four points while an-
who would you vote for? what is other's would only be worth one
the biggest problem facing the U.S. point. These weights arc then used
today? whnt do you think of when to calculate the percentages,
you hear Ihe word "Japan"? what Asked about this fall's political
Is your opinion of this lettering? polls, Barbara pointed out, "Gal-
In the early summer Barbara lup has never been off more than
helprd to code n college ballot, two percent in the last seven elec-
whlch she described as pages long tions."
Rep. Heckler Approaches Job
As ^Problem-solvingPolitician'
to he Hie temperament «.f the day.
To dale, four groups have develop-
ed detailed proposals for the uni-
versity's reorganization. While
none has issued its final report,
several changes seem probable. It
is likely that student, faculty, and
administrative groups will recom-
mend broad legislative bodies, new
metlioih ut nelrellng trustees, and
speciric funcllnnn of the trustees.
It oppears that the constructive
chonncls are opening at Columbia,
even under the militant, often trite,
cries of SDS. 1
SKIMMER STRAP $13.00
Black, Brown, Navy and Red in Kid
PETAL TIE $14.00
Black, Brown, Camel, Navy, and Green in Kid






two terms U.S. Rep, Margaret Hec-
kler (R-10th Dis.) applied to her-
self in a speech to the Wellesley
Young Republicants on Monday
evening.
Distinguishing between a par-
tisan politician and a problem-
solving one, Rep. Heckler main-
tained that a coalition in govern-
ment linn become necessary be-
cause current problems oxcede the
capacity of one party. She noted
that her seat is considered a mar-
ginal one as the district covers not
only suburbia In Wellesley and
surrounding towns but also Fall
River, a city which has just re-
cently passed the poverty line.
Must Weigh Issues
Hoppy with the diversity within
her own district, Mrs. Heckler com-
mented, "Many of my colleagues
from safe districs have no- need
or opportunity to weigh issues,"
Since her election in 1966, Mrs.
Heckler said she had been able to





THE LORDS or boston
IC WATSON &the
' LOST CITY RAMBLERS
i JACKIE WASHINGTON
JODY COLLINS
"Fall River had once been a
mill town, but when the mills left,
most of the jobs for men went
with them, and the women became
the wage-earners," Rep. Heckler
explained. She claimed to have
brought the federal government to
the city. A.I.D. shipments now
come into the-harbor at Fall River,
and a week ago it was named one
of the Model Cities.
Hope for Republicans
Because her district is a "seg-
ment of America," Rep. Heckler,
who is nmrdng for re-election, ex-
pressed a "concern for the city
and the problem of poverty." She
had hope for the Republican party
which can no longer ignore some
problems and rely on "self-help"
as Its only solution.
When questioned about the Re-
publican Party platform, Rep.
Heckler, who served on the plat-
form committee, pointed out that
for the first time the Repubkcan
platrorm dealt first, not with de-
fense, but with human needs. After
hours of debate over "law and
order and justice" versus "justice
and law and order," the committee
reached what she considered a
good compromise in "law and or-
der with justice."
Nlxon-Agnew?
Although seeing Richard Nixon
as "more sympathetic to liberal
views than ever before" and hop-
ing for "a more progressive stand
from him In the future," she vowed
to continue as a "problem-solving
politican."
When asked about the choice of
Spiro Agnew, Rep. Heckler claim-
ed to differ with his "choice of
words" and admitted that as a
Btrong supporter of John Lindsay,
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1 Student Works With Tom Adams Campaign
E L« 'earr,ed t I°i ab°^ ,Jf T favorably Impressed sitlons on strengthening gun con- As for Loro, she continues
.
try. commented Lore Collet t 70 with thp h eh mump nf »ho ot.-.ir f,-„i )„..,.. —i„h™i >,_._- . . . ir tummw
Page Seven
signs. She became involved in the
'. campaign last February when
I others began working for Eugene
McCarthy, and she chose a cam-
paign closer to the grass roots.
Three Opponents
"I learn a lot out carpen* Lora was
ti a t ' e ig orale o the staff trol laws, socializing medicine low
palter a summer working for the throughout the campaign. On each ering the voting age to 18 fighting
£ Tom Adams campaign for Con- signature drive, the candidate him- pollution, building more schools
I grass, which ended in his defeat self would spend several days of supporting open housing and ere-'
> in the primary on September 17. each week going door to door. And, atlng a large Liberty Loan pro-
(
Actually, Lora learned quite a like the McCarthy campaign, most gram. He favors a two year mil-
j.
bit about politics, too, working be- of the workers were young, usual- itary or domestic service for all
tlund the scenes as a fuUtime work- ly between ages 14 to 21.. The men as an alternative to the pres-
Sj er, with duties from advertising campaign manager, Robert Spen- ent selective service system
arrangements to secretarial tasks cer, has handled other candidates
' to canvassing to building campaign of Adams' liberal leanings in pre- Adams endorses a national prl-
s hon a inirni.,afi in *u« t^ous years> mary system over the present an-
tiquated delegate system, and per-
Peoce the Platform sonally deplored the events in
While local issues were Impor- Chicago. He Is taking a neutral
tant, the peace issue was the over- stund on Hubert Humphrey, at
*«ico w|1|ioihih riding one, Adums, president of leu.nl until ho hub n-utmcBsud the
•
.
in the Democratic primary for the Mussachueslts Hlaloilcul So- BltuuUun,
United States representative for e'ety, and former vlcc-preyideiit of n_ lh(1 n,_ht nf th„
:
the third district, Adams faced the Sheraton Hotel, favors unl- ah^. iLmEL < J. I '
SSS wh. h„,S The eand.date aISo prepared pp. ln 1070 for U» earno .cat.
h a biography of Cardinal Cushing,
\,
Adam's Congressional area has
- recently been redlstrlcted, so It
was thought feasible to defeat the
..
incumbent Philbin. The third dts*
trict now includes Newton, Wal-
l tham, Lincoln, Concord, Fitchburg,
"and extends north to the N.h!
I border.
However, the break-down of the
vote, which conceals no significant
ethnic patterns, was Philbin,
17,000 votes; Bradley, 11,000; Ad-
ams, 5,000; and Dever, less than
1,000. Philbin will face John Curtis
on the Republican ticket, who de-
feated peace candidate Mike Pea-
body in the primary.
Registration
One of the chief thrusts of the
Adams campaign was simply to get
voters to register and vote in the
primary, a drive that did achieve
{
some results. A mailing was sent
Jo new voters to urge them to reg-
,
later, and was followed by a tele-
phone campaign. "We wanted peo-
ple to realize the importance of
voting in the primary," explains
Lora.
a to re-
spect her candidate, and is contem-
plating working for Stevens, an
independent peace candidate in the
When asked if she weren't dis-
gruntled with the system which
hud rejected so many peace can-
didates recently, she admitted that
in her next campaign she wouldn't
have the same enthusiasm. But,
she said, "due a lot to Mr. Adams'
reaction to the campaign, I will
continue to work."
INTERNS
Juniors interested In the Wel-
lesley Washington Internship
program for summer 1869 will
meet Tues. Oct. I, with Philip
Fhibbs, director, and the 1908
Interns at 4:15 p.m. hi Billings.
IGAHT COAST MIXER
"To i null u money, and to





to the attention of all students
the all-important mixer in Alum-
nae Hall Saturday night, 8-12.
• BAGGY TWEEDS!
• BUSY LITTLE PRINTS!
• BOXY SUITS!
• BIG UGLY SHOES!
• BASIC BLOUSES!
• BUTTON-DOWN BLAAH!
Just la be dilferent! Dress to ex-
press yourself! What was good
enough lor Daddy-0 Isn't good
enough (or you. March against
anonymity 1 Beluse to be one of the
faceless IVY mass.




12:30 and 1:30 P.M.
at the Brattle Theatre,
40 Brattle St., Cambridge.
Pick up your treo tickets at
TRUC or Saturday at tho door.
You'll see Napoleon Jackets,
sheer shirts, beau bell-boltoms,
boots and baubles, stripes and
llowors. pants that lit, knee-length
topcoats, Byronlc collars, striking
ilin rnnn mUmmatmiii
The Wellesley symphony opens
Its twentieth season with a re-
hoarsui at the Wellesley Junior
High School auditorium on Sept.
25 at 7:30 pan., under the di-
rection of Holland Tapley, violin-
ist with the Boston Symphony
Orchestra. Wellesley college
students are welcome. Re-
heArsals are held each Wed.
evening at 7 : 30 p.m. This season
there Is particular need for vi-
ola, oboe and bassoon. Music-
ians Interested ln joining the
Wellesley symphony are Wel-
come to attend the first rehear-
sal with no obligation to Join.
Tho symphony is sponsored by
the Wellesley Recreation Com-
mission.
OR JUST ASK YOUR TWA CAMPUS REP.
Martha Morrison
TCE 235-9722
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Resistance Moves Ahead Throughout Summer
by Anne Trebllcock '70
The resistance movement In the
Boston area this Bummer continued
many of its year-round projects
and also, instituted some new acti-
vities. Centers for resistance work-
ed on different aspects, with dif-
ferent approaches, but were all
directed toward the same ultimate
goal.
"What we're looking toward Is
simply being human," explains
Reverend Richard E. Mumma, of
the Presbyterian ministry at Har-
vard, concerning the resistance
movement. This resistance is not
merely directed to the Selective
Service System, but to all sources
of illegitimate authority and coer-
cive power at every level of our
society.
A member of the steering com-
mittee of RESIST (the adult moral
and financial support group of the
resistance), Rev. Mumma this sum-
mer offered his time and moral
support to movement workers.
New Relationship*)
Foreseeing the disaffection felt
by many following the Republican
and Democratic conventions, he
predicted the formation of new
coalitions of groups, where machine
politics and police repression would
force them to organize and resist.
"A linear spectrum of political
analysis is no longer valid," he
explained. The situation Is no lon-
ger a matter of left and right, but
more like "diameters through a
sphere," where extreme polarities
exist, and yet still come out very
close to each other. This view
helps to explain the appeal of a
Ronald Reagan or the Resistance,
since each represents alienation
from those who hold power.
Sanctuary Efforts
One of Rev. Mumma's particular
concerns In the movement has been
the Idea of sanctuary, which
was attempted in several Boston
area churches, Including one in
Wellesley.
The meaning of sanctuary re-
mains ambiguous, but, "in some
Instances the communities of sanc-
tuary, however shortlived, have
powerful emotional stimuli for
further action against the war."
University Support
Suggesting a step beyond sanc-
tuary, Mumma challenges the
academic community to set up
special space and human support
in colleges, not merely for the im-
mediate aim of personal protection,
but for a future goal "that sanc-
tuaries from illegitimate authority
are no longer needed."
BDRG Forges On
In July, the "Common Conspir-
acy" sentencing of Benjamin Spock,
Bill Coffin, Michael Ferber, and
Marcus Raskin was just another
opportunity for a show of strength
for the Boston Draft Resistance
Group. BDRG was active all sum-
mer, continuing Its office-based
counseling service.
Trips to 6:30 a.m. pre-inductlon
physicals (referred to as "The Ear-
ly Morning Show") were held In
June and July, and have now re-
sumed.
Training Institute
In onrly Juno, BDRG Inaugurat-
ed a training institute for the dis-
semination of BDRG ideas and
activities on the East coast.
BDRG established several sum-
mer branch projects, the main
ones In Waltham, East Boston,
Jamaica Plain, and continued work
in Cambridge.
In addition to more traditional
efforts, BDRG advertised with a
5-foot red helium balloon. They
were not welcomed by MDC police
at Revere beach, and a later trip
to a Cambridge Common Sunday
concert brought a confrontation
with the Hell's. Angels.
Another fracas with au-
thorities came at the Greyhound
Bus 6tation on Sunday nights,
where BDRG personnel went to
talk with servicemen going back
to nearby Fort Devens after their
weekend passes.
letters to Boards
While this activity continued,
workers in the office at 102 Colum-
bia Street In Cambridge were com-
posing a letter to be sent to the
two hundred draft board members
a shortage of members.
In the Boston area, asking them
The next step will be for com-
mittees of concerned adults and
registrants to visit their local
board members, asking them how
they can remain on the boards In
good conscience. It is hoped that
enough members will resign to
make the boards inoperative.
Somervllle is particularly vulner-
able, as the minimum number of
three now comprises the board.
Also, one of the members owns a
Harvard Square restaurant which
could be boycotted by resistance
sympathizers. Last winter, the
Wellesley board could not draft
anyone for five months because of
to resign.
The group has also submitted a
request for the right to advertise
draft counseling facilities in the
mass-transit system. They also
hope to establish a coffee house for
informal draft counseling. With
a new caravan bus, they plan
mobile guerrilla theatre and a




Receptionist," Is the cheerful
phone response at the New Eng-
land Resistance on Stanhope St. in
Boston. They now share their office
with the rWW, the Industrial
Workers of the World. Membership
In the IWW, or Wobblies, (as the
radical industrial union is called) Is
seen by the United States Govt,
as subversive and reduces the pos-
sibility of induction.
In Chicago
The New England Resistance
and BDRG sent representatives
to Chicago during the Democratic
Convention. Their aim was
to "talk about the Issues: Imperia-
lism, racism, military policy, and
the corporate money interests In
American society."
This fall, the New England Re-
sistance hopes to create resistance
centers In most area colleges, as
well as encourage underground
high school newspapers. They plan
to continue the free school, com-
posed of discussions in apartments
concerning anarchist theory, Marx-
ism, and comparative revolutions.
Internal Education
The aim of this Is to get Resist-
ance workers to think not only
about what they don't like in the
present system, but what they
would like instead. Seeing the pre-
sent scene as one of relative poli-
tical freedom but economic exploit-
ation, they are delving for, as Dan
Tilton of IWW says, "the type of









It's al v says Richard
Polrler, our man at the front,
and It threatens the destruction
of our best natural resource,
the rebelliousness and hopeful-
ness of our young.
'*WbY wa're agalnal (he blg-
goos," and other voices trorn
the battlefield.
. . .
and Nicholas von Hoffman
describes the puzzlement of
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Imported dresses from many countries, bell
bottoms, Nehru and Cossack shirts, leather
crafts, jewelry, bed spreads.
BftWKUNE WELMESLPY
ALSO
incense, posters, mugs, lamp shades,
baskets of all sizes, and many gifts.
574 Washington St. Hours:
Wellesley, Mass. Mon.-Sat.
Tel. 237-2841 9:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Next to The Wellesley Inn
Open Fri. nights until 9:00 p.m.
Srandeis' International Summer Theater
Tries Uninhibited Audience Awareness
the seminar's students an oppor-
by Barbara Fame '69 tunity to work with O'Horgan on
Interact, the first International ? new play
"Massachusetts Trust-
Experimental Theater Festival In °y Megan Terry which premiered
the United States, happened at «>e last »«* °< «« estival -
Brandeis University, this past
„.„ „ """f „ ,
summer. The festival, subsidized ™>e Festival permitted Boston
by Brandeis, was originally con- audiences to view
T,aceV by.Nor-
celved by Howard Bay. head of mjui rtllne with the Toronto Work-
Theatre Arts at Brandeis. While sh°P- Swift Jabs, like hose of a
the festival with Its International lraln=d boxer practicing on a
roster of companies performed punching bag, are focused
on all
nightly on Spingold Theatre's 'k",™""" tragic-comic sub-
three stages, the day's activities
Inhabitants.' Empty life-
focused on the La Mama Troupe s<y'« niirror the empty faces of
from New York, in residence on the performers. The second major
the campus for six weeks of the P"f°™'ng group. Le Grand Pan-
er
ique Circus from France, produced
an' Interview. Steven Martin "Labyrlntie", an
un-focused




explained that Brandeis had con- " ,hc direct on-less quality of con-
tacted Ellen Stewart and Tom temporary life. Paris Rive Gauche.
O'Horgan, respectively the founder fnotner troupe from France, ex-
and director of the most noted nibited more traditional tender.-
pff-off-Broadway La Mama group,
when the idea for
festival begun to grow.
Co-ordinated Effort
Roll. MIrb Stewart and O'Hor-
lnar, arid exhibited much of the
tic sculpture" and "musical
MmZ'\r^Griramrrilu7g PobThony" that La Mama brought
Playwrights a chance to Btoge new to theatre of today,
and experimental plays, received Along withi four major produc-
Brandeis 1 Creative Arts Award in ^Festival opened ttie two
1967, with a $1000 stipend, to
irnRe her efforts' In drama,
cies in a tongue-in-cheek nightclub
international routine. The final presentation was
Miss Terry's "Massachusetts
Trust", In its world premiere at the






during 0 'HotKan '8
Brnndels, Miss Stcwnrt, who
led the experimental Cafe La
theaters contained in the
Spingold Theatre building to Bos-
ton, Providence, Scotland, and
Baltimore experimental companies.
These groups performed before or
after the major hilling nf the eve-
ning, to provide what Martin hoped
would be a "festival atmosphere",
MartirTsaid that Miss Stewart with three theatres "going all the
time during the evening. Miss
Stewart, who believes in what she
terms a "celebration" of the rites
of theater evidenced in the pure
O'llorgnn, who Joined the La
Inmn Troupi* nn Its director about
our years ngo, received the same
iwnrd In 19G8, for his inventive
itaglng of plays such as "Hair"
and "Futz'
seemed the "logical" choice to
slst in co-ordinating the summer
festival, since she and the La
Mnmn Troupe had participated in
.
Yugoslavia Drama Festival In 1966, l°»
,
ot egression so characteristic
and the |Edlnburgh Festival |„ of La Mama, also felt that audj-
1907. At the same time, O'Horgan ence, directors and actors should
was asked to bring along the La °* completely Immersed in the
Mama Troupe for a six-week resl- evening's 'cre-




Grope Group MarUn , when asked what he
From July 15 to August 25 thought the Festival would accom-
O'Horgan conducted a theater tern- P l*. expressed concern for the
20 drama teachers and 8 '°w "dMth °f„„'he th" ",.
graduate students from many parts U"ovgh an unwillingness of legiti-
of the country. The members of mate th?1,er *
'T.l ^
seminar were exposed to periment. and hoped that the Fes-
O'Horgan's unique, almost "anti- tlval s vitality would expose more
tyle" of dlrecUng and staging. <° Total Theater
Newsweek in its July 1 Issue pro- directions.
claimed O'Horgan's method as "the . exposure to the offer-







new heartbeat, brain wave, pelvic ^.1"""™ ^'""51™^
spasm of a new generation —
which rejects old ways of walking,
talking, thinking, and loving." In
fact, the phrase coined to describe
O'Horgan's staging is "Group
Grope."
The seminar was Intended to
the techniques of O'Horgan and
other experimental groups, termed
"collective development", "narra-
tive distribution and disintegra-
tion," and "deliberate surrealism',,
and trying to find the meaning be-
hind the form is useless. If any-
lend visibility to the university" thmS. the meaning Is, or has be-
during the summer months. It was come, the form. Unfortunately, the
also to serve a, an academic link ,hcff "ay suffer from the too-
hrtween what has been happening contrived attempts at novelty for
in experimental theatres and what 8 sake; .
the students and teachers had been Yet ' °nc ,orc«i * admit tha t
learning of modern theater tech- the Breat !°™ of ejperlmenta-
nlques at their own campuses. "™. the abUlty to dissolve the
The festival's purpose was to separation between the edge of the
institute a program completely stage and me first row of the aud-
devoted to experimental, interna- '™ce. Is commendable. I found
tional theater In America, to 016 'neater as biexpllcable as the
"shorten the path between dlf- motives of people on a busy street
ferent worlds of theater" accord- comer. "Like Ufe. you absorb what
log to Samuel Hlrsch of The Boston S">u can, said Tom O Horgan. It
I lr raid-Traveler, and to provide
FUTURE TUTORS
Interested In the S.O. tutor-
ing program? Come to a meet-
ing Mon., Sept, SO, at 7:15 p.m.
In the Pope Room.
BUGMXF.V AT FORD HALL.
WUllnm F. Buckley Jr.,
spoksman for American conser-
We DotngT" on Son., Sept. 20,
spokesman for American conser-
when he Inaugurates the 1068
Ford Hall Forum series In Jor-
dan Hall, Oalnsboro Street, Boa-
ton, at 8 p.m. The Forum Is
open to the public, and members
of the audience will have the
opportunity to question the
speaker following his speech.
Is not a comfortable theater ex-
perience, and it borders or Is chaos
much of the time.
Hopefully, the Festival will con-
tinue next summer; Martin felt
that the format was successful for
the festival, seminar, and audiences
to interact. And, after all, the
Festival with Its new technique of
total audience awareness and un-
lnhibition, lived up to its name.
FUND RAISING CAMPAIGN
Support for "dovish" senators
and senatorial candidates Morse,
Fulbrlght, McGovern, Hughes
Cranston, Clark, and O'Dwyer
can be both voiced and demon-
strated at a meeting In 300 Bil-
lings, Thorn. Sept. 28 (tonight)
at 0 pjn. All Interested please
attend.
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Headstart Uses Lake, Campus For Swimming, Study
by Sub Wing '71
The sailboats had been put away
for the summer, and Tree Day
races were a thing of the past, but
Lake Waban was far from forgot-
ten by the 60 pre-school children
from Project Headstart's Orchard
Park Day Care Center in Rox-
bury. They used the lake for a
summer swimming program.
The children were bused to
Wellesley for a six-week summer
program made possible through the
cooperation of St. Andrew's Epis-
copal Church, Wellesley College,
and the directors of Lake Waban
Associates. In order to supplement
Federal Headstart funding, finan-
cial support for the Wellesley pro-
gram was provided by St. Andrew's
and by members of other Wellesley
churches and the local synagogue.
Increased Facilities
St. Andrew's provided facilities
for meals and classroom Instruc-
tion. According to Gerald Grant,
the program's administrator, "We
had more room than ever before,
We could arrange a variety of
classes: drama, music, art, langu-
age arts, and a cooking class which
had the double advantage of teach-
ing the children and also feeding
them. By allowing the children
themselves to choose which one of
the eight activities they'd like to
go to, we found there was a lot
more mixing of both tha children
and the staff."
Two of the most popular actlvl-
Students' Aid Provides Loans
Freshmen who hove been award-
ed College scholarships should al-
ready be acquainted with Welles-
ley's Students' Aid Society, Inc.,
the independent but College-afTM-
ated organization which makes
long-term, no interest loans to
every recipient of a Wellesley gift-
work scholarship.
Mrs. John Eaton, president, des-
cribes the Students' Aid Society
as "an organization to which alum-
nae and others give so that under-
graduates may receive some of the
material help they need to com-
plete college." Pauline Durant, wife
of Henry Fowle Durant, set up the
Students' Aid Society at the oamo
time that her husband founded
Wellesley College,
To scholarship girls the following
servies are avalluble: the loan of
dictionaries, draperies, bedspreads,
wastebaskets, type-writers, and
gowns; the gift of clothes from the
Students' Aid Society clothes
closet.
In addition, any Wellesley stu-
dent may obtain an interest-free,
short-term emergency loan by ap-
plying at the Students' Aid office,
348 Green, during weekday busi-
ness hours.
Streisand Is More Than Jewish Cinderella
by Barbara
Funny Girl, the new movie at
the Cheri I, Is surprisingly better
than it has to be. I don't know
the stage version for comparison,
but a few of Barbra Streisand's
hit tunes and Brooklynisrns, plus
a little eye-googling from Omar
Sharif, and director William Wy-
ler would have constructed your
standard product in musical mov-
ies.
Jealous Glamour Boy
The movie has even more to of-
fer than conventional musical fare.
The story switches off Its elated
track after Fanny Brice has joked
her way to success with her Btrlct
boss, Florenz Ziegfeld (Walter
Pidgeon), and after the movie's
flirtation with the more glamour-
ous of human weaknesses In Fan-
ny's idyllic romance with Nick
Arnsteln (Omar Sharif).
While we are happily imagining
the pleasures of human love be-
tween our god and goddess, the
movie brings the unbecoming ten-
sions of Nick Arnstein'B life with
Fanny to the surface. Not that
Funny Girl is a shocker; It man-
Cutta '60
ages to be quite gracefully sad.
But It Is the more sensible and
Interesting for asking us to admire
Fanny Brice as a woman rather
than a Jewish Cinderella.
Omar's Acting
Since the first half of the movie
adheres to the Cinderella formula
gilded with song and dunce spec-
tacles, Its second tract reveals
deep troubles and less muglc,
hard on tho pampered vlowcrs tit
first. Its reward Is that MIbb Strei-
sand, who at first seems to hide
from the close-ups behind her hair
and nose, develops into a convin-
cing cinematic actress. And Omar
Sharif's special hurt look has more
meaning behind it than tho vagut
appeal to tho sympathy of female
hearts for bolng so aoxy; It refers
to a lest ucceptuble but mora gon-
uine pain In his wounded ego at
not being as good as his wife at
making jokes, at making money,
and even at loving.
So, beyond making us laugh,
Fanny Brlce's story reveals the
personal sacrifice Involved In being
a good "funny girl."
ties, nature study and swimming,
took advantage of the nearby
equipment and grounds of Wel-
lesley 'h 500 acre campus, Said
Grant, "We were able to set up
a very successful room filled with
animals donated by townspeople
and specimens collected on our
nature walks. The children had a
chance to do projects, to learn the
names of animals, and most import-
antly, they learned to be unafraid
of the animals."
Individual Attention
In evaluating the program, dir-
ector Grant has said, "We were
able to glvo the kids what we feci
was u basic educutlon, We tried to
fit the individual needs of the
youngsters. The biggest single
thing about the program was that
there were more people to work
with. Every youngBter was given
the opportunity to have a story
read to him." To supplement tho
rogular Huadsturt staff directed
by Miss Zullnda Makopcaco, flvo
teenagers from Roxbury and five
from Wellesley were hired as as-
sistants; local volunteers were
numerous.
"Very Importantly, also," stres-
sed Grant, "we began to get many
of the parents involved, this Bum-
mer primarily as substitute teach-
ers, hopefully In the future, as staff
members."
For the Future
"It Is to be remembered, how-
ever, that what we were running
was primarily a day camp. We
have begun to implement, in our
kindergarten, a curriculum offer-
ing the children, like Headstart, a
choice between various activities
and projects, But the problem is
complex, and, In many wayB, all
the science and nature walks In
the world don't really relate to the
kids' school environment," he con-
tinued.
"What we've tried to do this
summer is to stimulate enthusiasm
In general. It may lie dormant for
years, but sometime when a kid
sees a butterfly again and ho re-
members what ho did this summer,
then msybo It will trigger some- Copycat v
thing, and maybe that will go Wellesley.
somewhere."
You mean,
because I'm a student
or teacher I get
special rates at all
Hilton hotels in the U.S.?
Yes! See your campus Studentravel Director
for more information or use this coupon.
Hilton Hotels Corporation
National Sales Office. Palmer House
Chicago. Illinois 60690
Please send the Faculty-Student Rate Brochure that tells all.
I am a Faculty Member D Student









"May well be the most beautiful film ever made."-Newsweek.
Now at these theatres:
Blue Hills Drive-In, Canton • Cabot Cinema, Beverly • Community, Dedham
Gorman, Framingham • Granada, Maiden Harvard Square, Cambridge
Loring Hall, Hingham Medford Cinema, Medford • Newton, W. Newton
Park Cinema, Dorchester • Surf, Swampscott • Wakefield, Wakefield • Winchester,
Winchester Wollaston, Wollaston
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MIT Debators Invite Wellesley to Join Them
In Discussing Curtailment of Executive Power
There will be a meeting Thurs-
.ay, September 26, at 7 pm in
loom 473 of the MIT Student Cen-
er for all those interested in join-
ig the MIT Debate Society. MIT
iopes to add some Wellesley power
o their debate team this year, a
earn that will be challenging other
ollege teams at tournaments all
ver the country.
The national college debate pro-
position for 1968-69 is "Resolved:
That Executive control of United
States foreign policy should be sig-
nificantly curtailed." Wellesley stu-
dents, working with the long-estab-
lished MIT team, will research and
debate this topic, both on the affir-
mative and negative, for the entire
year.
"Formal debate" according to
members of past teams, "is a rea-
soned, responsible exchange of
ideas through organized, document-
ed, constructive arguments. De-
baters develop poise, discipline,
and a facility with ideas and words
which carry over to other pur-
suits."
Anyone interested in active par-
ticipation, and particularly those
with high school debate experience,
should contact Barbara Baumberg-
er '70 in Severance.
Heads of House...
(Continued from page 1)
iant than they expected. Stress-
ng her desire to get to know girls,
rfrs. Makar observes, "I'm really
available now; I'm just waiting
or motherhood in December."
A first year student at Harvard
Justness School, Mr. Makar claims
o have met more people there
ban anyone else. "When people
lear where I'm living," he ex-
dains, "they Beek me out."
Idealism Lauded
Like the other new heads of
louse, Alice Jean Burncte from
flcAfee emphasizes her availability
uid approachability. Although she
vill have another job on campus,
Vliss Burnette will be in McAfee
nost evenings and Saturdays.
Wellesley girls, according to Miss
lurnette, are "spirited, sophistica-
ed, independent and idealistic." In
itressing the value of this last
luaiity, Miss Burnette stated that
hey are sincere and want to help.
Graduate School Flans
A Monmouth College graduate,
Wiss Burnette received her M.A.
rom Rutgers where she served as
•esident head of house for a erad-
iate students' dorm. This summer
vliss Burnette attended a program
:or school and administration at
harvard Graduate School of Edu-
ction. Next summer she would
ike to begin the doctoral program
here.
Sally Agan, a graduate of South-
rn Connecticut College, found her
job as head of house in Bates
:hrough Northeastern University
vhere she is enrolled in n new pro-
gram to train college counselors.
*y going full-tune during the sum-
ner. Miss Agan has completed one-
hird of the requirements for her
Waster's degree.
Students, Too
In addition to attending classes
me day a week, Miss Agan audits
Spanish class at Wellesley. As a
student herself, Miss Agan hopes
"to have a greater insight Into
student problems." Right now she
finds herself joining the freshman
chorus of "Have you found out
about yet?"
Miss Agan is particularly en-
thusiastic about the bi-weekly
meetings for heads of houses to
discuss problems and to present
new ideas. For instance .because
of the schedules of the new heads
of house, meal tickets will he Bold
by the bell girl.
Law School Hlmlont
Serving ns asslstont hend of
house In Stone-Davis, Pat King is
in her third year at Harvard Law
School. As yet, Miss King hasn't
really had the chance to see how
well she'll be nble to combine her
studies with a normal week at
Wellesley. Gonornllj\ Miss Kliur
will not be at Wellesley ihlrlnp, the
day, but Mrs. Dorothy Leach, head
of Stone-Davis, will be nvailnhle.
Handling details for Davis, Miss
King admits that because of her
schedule she finds the clerical work
necessary, but distracting and
bothersome. She would prefer to
use the time meeting girls.
Llko o Rcnlttr
Because she uses her llvlngrnom
and because the noise from the
hall is distracting when she Is
studying, she keeps her door closed,
but she encourages girls to come
in. For the next six weeks, Miss
King will be having job interviews
and she admits to feeling confused
like the typical Wellesley senior.
"I see myself more as nn older
sister yet as the adult in the dorm.
These are difficult roles to com-
bine," Miss King explained. All of
the new heads of house stress their
roles as someone to whom anyone
could come and talk, but they show
concern at keeping enough dis-
tance so that they can speak from
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ELECTRIC PORTABLES
Wholesale prices from $120.50
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Wellesley Hills Taxi £
O E
O 235-4800 £
L MBTA— $2.00 j
L Boston— 4VI.50 .
F, Airport— *8.50 ft Tolls .
Lctd. Beside Well, Hills Taxi
GRANTS AND GRADUATE
STUDY ABROAD
The competition for United
States Government grants for
graduate study or research, or
for study and professional train-
ing In the creative and perform-
ing arts abroad In 1960-70, Is
ncarlng Its close.
Congressional funding for De-
partment of State grants In
fiscal year 1060 Is substantially
below Inst year's total. It In not
possible, therefore, to ansuro
candidates of the nviillablllty
for all countries of the grouts.
Reductions wilt be applied
most heavily In tho categories
of grants for Americans to go
overseas because of the deBlro
of tho government to reduce
travel overseas at this time.
Competition for such grants will,
therefore, bo nil tlio keener. Tho
number of 1060-70 grant* for
Americans may Im reduced as
much as two-thirds from
preceding yenr.
The nwnrds are avnllnblo
part of tho educational and cul-
tural exchange program of tho
U.S. Department of State, Tho
general purpose of the program,
administered by the Institute of
International Education, is to
hicronsi. mutual understanding
between the people of the United
States and those of other conn'
Application forms and detail-
ed information for Wellesley
students may be obtained from






Wellesley Sq. CE 5-3603
Across from the
South Shore Not'/ Bank








Pcjgy Darger '71, lYccman
Sue Herike '69, Freeman
The Admissions
ln« a greater variety of
spectlve etudenU with
Acquaintanceship committees
* apply to Wellesley and
Collegee Intimate view of





Harris(e Lecture Committee Ann Landdberg '69, Tower CourtW
Tracey Schomagel '70, StoneStudent Health Committee
The Marriage Lecture and Student Health Commit
bringing current topics such as drugs as well as traditional topics like tea
into open discussion with various professional people in these fields.
Publicity Committee Lillian Miller '69, Severance
The PuDiiciiy Committee's main concern is publicizing CG events and co-
ordinating and regulating all other publicity and Information on and off
iiracrjrrlralnr Schedule Committee Marianne Chawhik '69, Becbe
Btnclent Lecture Policy Committee
The Extracurricular Schedule Committee works with Miss Glasscock In th
Office of Special Events to draw up the College activity calendar. Thre
students are now needed to work with the Lecture Policy Committee t
select speakers, particularly for a special program during reading perlod-
T Bourns Trustee! Sue Fowler '(
Martha MacDoivald
n between the College coir
tee Is preparing for the Ghandl Centenary In 1969-70.
I Committee Sury Salomon '
Liz Rodgers '(
BlllcM.izlf-ini.-7t
e informational and organizing link for It
cwrrlculfvr exchange between the two schools.
Leah Otis '70, Davis
Linda Baron '70, Davis
role from its traditionalThe Student Education Committee will
one as a forum for student discussion c
a gathering place for student opinion on the Issues discussed by the Joint
student-faculty-administration Educational Policy Committee and will act as
coordinator for the Cooperative Educational Program (Experimental College).
onslhle for raising fundi
i riAi. no it (Clan President*)!
1000 Wendy Judge — Pom
'1070 Debby Hull — Cax












647 Wnahinytorv St, Wellealey
Handbage and Lusgafe expertly re-
Community Playhouse
Wellesley ililli CE 3-0047
Frl. ft Sat. evening at
6:45 ft 9:00
Sunday continuous from 5:30
Other eves, at 8:00





NEXT! 7 (lay» banning
Wed., Oct .2 —
"Elvira Mud Ican"
Mr. Ed Benovy, College Bu
Record Club of America,
York, Pennsylvania 17401
Wanted By Record Club of America
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE
TO EARN OVER $100
Write for Information to:
Hilt and Dale, Ltd.
37 Central Street Welledey
Headquarters for
Villager and Ladybug Clothei and Acceworiei





2 ft. x 3 St.
only $f.95
(«4.ff »!«> ^»
*Send any black 6
photo (no negatives) and the nam
"Swingline"cutout from any Swinglir
package (or reasonable facsimile) tc
POSTER-MART, P.O. Box 16:
Woodside, N.Y. 11377. Enclose $1.95
cash, check, or money order (no
C.O.D.'s). Add sales tax where oppli-
Poster rolled and mailed (post-
paid) in sturdy tube. Ori„
rial returned undamaged. Satisfaction
guaranteed.
Get a
Swingline
Tot Stapler
